
Saturn™ Auto Diamond Rotor Wheel 

What sets the TCSJOHNHUXLEY Saturn™ Auto Diamond Rotor Wheel apart?
The SaturnTM Auto Diamond Rotor Wheel provides the perfect automated solution for operators with a 
unique design that produces a wider variation of bounce as the ball travels around the wheel. 

www.tcsjohnhuxley.com

Built-in LED Lights 
With stunning built-in LED Lights, the Saturn™ Auto Diamond 

Rotor’s eye-catching visuals and prompts help to heighten the game 

experience. The auto’s three discreet sensors and LED lights combine 

to indicate game status, including; ‘New Betting Sequence’, ‘Finish 

Betting’ and ‘No More Bets’.

Compact Design  
Unlike other automated Roulette wheels that require a bulky 

podium to house large technical equipment, the Saturn™ Auto 

Diamond Rotor is uniquely compact. Thanks to this distinct design, 

it can sit on an existing Roulette table, integrate into furniture 

(supplied without wheel covers) or be displayed on a bespoke, 

stand-alone podium, providing flexibility for any gaming floor. 
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Features and Benefits

Unique design that produces an increased ball bounce

Optional extra to the standard SaturnTM Auto Roulette Wheel

Can be supplied as an upgrade to existing SaturnTM Auto wheels 
as a factory fitted item.

Same footprint as the Saturn™ Wheel

Patented ball launch system

Easily integrates with third-party ETG systems

Built-in LED lights to indicate game status

Quick and easy change between three operation modes - Remote 
(system driven), Automatic and Manual

Available in single, double and triple zero options

Master craftsmanship design and build with over 130 quality 
control checks

Unique Design  
The SaturnTM Auto Diamond Rotor incorporates all the features of 

the existing SaturnTM Auto wheel as well as an exciting additional 

option that not only provides a striking design but also produces a 

wider variation of bounce as the ball travels around the wheel. This 

increased bounce is due to the Diamond Rotor’s unique design, that 

builds anticipation and excitement as players wait for the winning 

result.  The Diamond Rotor is an optional extra to the standard 

SaturnTM Auto Roulette Wheel and can be supplied as an upgrade to 

existing SaturnTM  Auto wheels as a factory fitted item.

A Flexible Automated Solution 
With its compact table top design and three operating modes, the 

SaturnTM Auto Diamond Rotor wheel is the perfect partner for use 

with Qorex Electronic Gaming Terminals or third-party EGT’s as well 

as online gaming settings. The Remote setting allows for connected 

devices such EGT’s to control when the spin is started, while the 

Automatic setting configures the set number of spins per hour. 

Finally, the Manual setting allows for dealer interaction through a 

dedicated ball ‘fire’ button.



Diameter
Bowl with feet

832mm
225mm

Shipping Height
Shipping Width
Shipping Depth
Shipping Weight

690mm
960mm
960mm
83kg

Configuration
Single Zero
Double Zero
Triple Zero

Separator Ring Diamond

Balltrack Material Velstone™

Colour Selection Black

Finish Options Gloss or Matt

Built-In Technology

Unique Ball Launch System
3 Built-In Sensors- Fast Number Detection
Drop Zone Detection
Ball Track Inclinometer (Optional Extra)
Basic Wheel Analytics (exportable)

In-Rim LED Lights Yes - Colour Changing LED matching game state

Compatible Products

TCSJOHNHUXLEY Winning Number Display Range
Table Game Performance
Saturn™ Data Logger
Qorex

Operating Voltage 7v / 24v without TIB

Let’s get technical

www.tcsjohnhuxley.com
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